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As early as 1892, Beltrami [l] had recognized that 
rij = h&hdk~,mn v h = 4L.k (1)’ 
is a solution of the stress equations of equilibrium, which in the absence of 
body forces appear as 
7ij.j = 0, T,j = 7j, (2) 
when referred to rectangular Cartesian coordinates. Since that time a wealth 
of literature2 has been devoted to the task of proving that every solution of (2) 
admits the representation (1). 
It was not until 1960 that Rieder [3] observed that such a result is, in fact, 
generally false if the boundary of the region under consideration consists 
of more than a single closed surface. Riedcr showed that (1) can at most 
represent solutions of (2) which are totally self-equilibrated3 in the sense 
that the resultant force and moment vanish on every closed surface contained 
in the region. Here we will be interested in a bounded open region R whose 
boundary consists of the closed surfaces S, , S, , a.., S, with S, enclosing 
S 19 ..., S, . Thus, if we hope to establish that the representation (1) is 
complete, we must insist that rij be restricted by the conditions 
I s 7ijnj dA = s eijnxjrklnd dA -:- 0, m = 0, 1, a**, N, (3) 1n 1)L 
where ni denotes the unit outward normal to the boundary of R. 
r We use the usual indicial notation of Cartesian tensor analysis. Latin subscripts 
have the range (I, 2, 3), and summation over repeated subscripts is implied. Subscripts 
preceded by a comma indicate differentiation with respect to the corresponding carte- 
sian coordinate. Kronecker’s delta and the alternating symbol are denoted by 6,, and 
eMI , respectively. 
2 Truesdell [2] has provided an extensive bibliography. 
a See [4] for a precise definition of totally self-equilibrated stress fields and also for 
a concise version of Rieder’s work. 
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Indeed, under certain smoothness hypotheses, Gurtin [4] has employed 
the proof given by Gunther [5] for the case N = 0 to prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM. Let 7ij meet (2) and (3). Th en there exists &j such that (I) 
holds. 
Since this theorem may be regarded as a tensorial counterpart of the theo- 
rem of the vector potential, 4 it is not surprising that Gunther’s proof makes 
repeated use of the latter theorem. It is the purpose of the present paper to 
demonstrate that a much more natural proof can be obtained by a direct 
generalization of the proof of the vector potential theorem. The proof which 
we will generalize was given by Stevenson [6].5 The generalization is much 
like the one Gurtin [4] used in establishing his tensorial analog of the Stokes- 
Helmholtz resolution of vector analysis. 
In what follows we assume that all fields and surfaces are smooth enough 
to ensure the validity of our analysis. The kind of restrictions required will be 
discussed at the end of the following proof of the theorem stated above. 
PROOF. Let Ri denote the open region interior to the surface Si , i = 1, 2, 
..., N, and let R, denote the open region exterior to S, and interior to S, 
where S is a finite spherical surface which encloses S, . Next introduce a 
stress field $’ on R, + S, with the properties 
.!?! = 0 (m) 23,3 3 Tij (d on R, , = 7ji 
(m) -rii nj = rijnj on S, , m= 1,2, “.,N (4 
.!?I. = 0 (0) (0) 23.3 3 ?-if = 7ji on Roy 
72!j”)nj = ~(~71~ on So , 7i(jO)ni = 0 on S.6 (5) 
The existence of such stress fields is guaranteed by (3) and the work of 
Kupradze [7] on the stress type boundary value problem of linear elasticity. 
Now define for x E R 
4 The theorem of the vector potential asserts that a divergence free vector field 
whose flux across every closed surface in the region vanishes can be represented as the 
curl of another vector field. 
5 The author is indebted to Professor M. Stippes for bringing this paper to his 
attention. 
6 Recall that on S, , ni points out of R. On S we take it’ to point out of R,, . 
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where 
It follows from well-known results on Newtonian potentials [8, 91 that 
-rij = V4Aij . 
Also one has the identity 
V4& = eik7nejcn(ekpreepsA~~,~~ + h&LwJ,~~ 
+ V’(&,kj + Ajk,ki - StAtid, 
as is readily verified with the aid of 
eiikeitm = 8jf8km - 8jm8k[. 
We assert that 
V2Aijsj = 0. 
Granting this for the moment, we set 
+rc~ = eksretadLrs + b%,,,, 
and obtain from (8), (9), (lo), (ll), and the symmetry of Acj that 
7ij = eikmejln$kt,mn T 4kt =dek on R. 
In order to show that V2Aij,i = 0, we note from (6) that 
V2Aij,j = B,,j . 
From (7) and integration by parts, 
bBij,j(x) = - jR T,j,j(P) I X - 5 1-l dV[ 
Tij(S) nj(g) I X - g I-’ dA< 
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N 
- ~jy,!(s) 1 x - g I-‘dV, 
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By (12), (13), (2) (4), and (5), C2Ai,i,, = 0. This completes the proof. 
Smoothness hypotheses which are sufficient for the above proof follow 
from the properties of Newtonian potentials [S, 91. Thus, in order that 
& E C3(R)‘, we require that ~~~ E C”(w), 7ij E C3(R), 717) E CO(&), and 
that R be Jordan-measurable. Since (13) was obtained via the divergence 
theorem, we further require that 7ij E P(R), $’ E Cl(&), and that each 
S, be a regular surface in the sense of Kellogg [8]. Finally, to invoke the 
existence theorem of Kupradze to obtain the extension ~:y’, we require 
that each S, be a Liapunov surface [7]. Then Kupradze’s theorem yields 
that ~:y’ E Co(&) and 717’ E C”(R,,). The further restrictions needed to 
ensure that ~iy’ E Cl(&) have yet to be investigated. 
In the case where conditions (3) are not met, a complete stress function 
solution of (2) has been given by Gurtin [4]. A subsequent refinement, 
which is also due to Gurtin, will be found in [lo]. 
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